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Op Amps: Design, Application, and Troubleshooting, Second EditionNewnes, 1996

	OP Amps deliberately straddles that imaginary line between the technician and engineering worlds. Topics are carefully addressed on three levels: operational overview, numerical analysis, and design procedures. Troubleshooting techniques are presented that rely on the application of fundamental electronics principles. Systematic methods are...
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CMOS Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition (IEEE Press Series on Microelectronic Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology continues to be the dominant technology for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs or chips). This dominance will likely continue for the next 25 years and perhaps even longer. Why? CMOS technology is reliable, manufacturable, low power, low cost, and, perhaps most importantly, scalable....
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Apple Training Series: GarageBand 09Peachpit Press, 2009

	Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most rewarding way to  create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Apple-certified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the interface and basic recording techniques and moves on to arranging a song, editing and mixing...
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Principles of CAD/CAM/CAEPrentice Hall, 1999

	With the dramatic changes in computing power and wider availability of software
	tools for design and production, engineers are now using CAD/CAM/CAE systems
	for everyday tasks, not just for demonstrations. International competition, de-
	creased availability of skilled labor, and increased emphasis on quality are also
	forcing...
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Applying Psychology to Everyday Life: A Beginner's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006


	I began by wanting to write a book entitled something like Where Psychology Has

	Gone Wrong. The reason for this desire came from thinking that psychology is

	a far more interesting and stimulating subject than it would appear to be from

	a glance at some academic texts and journal articles. Also, many students begin

	their...
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Mechanical Behavior of MaterialsCambridge University Press, 2008


	Everything that surrounds us is matter. The origin of the word matter

	is mater (Latin) or matri (Sanskrit), for mother. In this sense, human

	beings anthropomorphized that which made them possible – that

	which gave them nourishment. Every scientific discipline concerns

	itself with matter. Of all matter surrounding us, a...
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The Confident Student (Available Titles Coursemate)Wadsworth Publishing, 2010

	Thank you for choosing Th e Confi dent Student, Seventh Edition. Th is book is special for several reasons. It has grown with the times to refl ect pedagogical changes, technological advancements, and students’ needs. Yet Th e Confi dent Student’s core values of individual responsibility and confi dence through accomplishment...
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User-Centered Design Stories: Real-World UCD Case Studies (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007

	Intended for both the student and the practitioner, this is the first user-centered design casebook. It follows the Harvard Case study method, where the reader is placed in the role of the decision-maker in a real-life professional situation. In this book, the reader is asked to perform analysis of dozens of UCD work situations and propose...
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Complexity and Cryptography : An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2006
This book originated in a well-established yet constantly evolving course on
Complexity and Cryptography which we have both given to final year Mathematics
undergraduates at Oxford for many years. It has also formed part of an
M.Sc. course on Mathematics and the Foundations of Computer Science, and
has been the basis for a more...
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The elements of artificial intelligence: An introduction using LISP (Principles of computer science series)Computer Science Press, 1987
Today there is a growing recognition of computer science as laboratory science. In addition to the mathematical theory that supports techniques in subareas such as artifical intelligence, the student needs to work with actual programs and problems to get a  feel for the technology. This book grew out of the perception that hands-on...
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Pattern Recognition in Medical ImagingAcademic Press, 2003
Medical Imaging has become one of the most important visualization and interpretation methods in biology and medecine over the past decade. This time has witnessed a tremendous development of new, powerful instruments for detecting, storing, transmitting, analyzing, and displaying medical images. This has led to a huge growth in the application of...
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Mathematics of Economics and BusinessRoutledge, 2006
Today, a firm understanding of mathematics is essential for any serious student of economics. Students of economics need nowadays several important mathematical tools. These include calculus for functions of one or several variables as well as a basic understanding of optimization with and without constraints, e.g. linear programming plays an...
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